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PLASTIC MOULDING TECHNOLOGY

[Iine : 3 hours

(Maximum nurks : 100)

PART . A
(Maximum ma*s : 10)

I Answer a/i questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries 2 marks.

1. Define thermo set plastic.

2. Classi8, the injection moulding machine.

3. Define sttdnkage.

4. Wbat is multi dalight mould ?

5. Define bulk factot (5x2: 10)

PART -B
(Maximum mark : 30)

II furswer any lve of the following questions- Each question carries 6 marks'

1. State the properties of plastic.

2. Compare the difference between compression moulding and injection moulding

3. State the fi.rnction of inserts and summarise core insert and cavity insert'

4. IllGtate the feed system in an injection mould and wite ttre'fimction of sprue

bush, gate and nrnner.

5. Discuss the advantages of hot nrnner injection mould.

6. Summarise an external urdercut and justify the necessity of qplits used for

moulding exlemal undercut compowrd.

7. State the benefits of plastic decorating. (5x6 = 30)
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PART C

(Maximum mark : 60)

(Arswer one full question from each unit. Each full question canies 15 marks.)

UNrr - I

(a) Draw the block diagram of hot nuner injection mould and write its essentiality.

(b) Write the purpose for which the following are used in plastic.

(ii) Lubricants

(iv) Plasticzer

On

(a) Identify the various parts of extrusion moulding machine with neat sketch.

(b) Explain the working of plunger type trarsfer moulding machine.

Uur - II

(a) Define parting surface. Explain flat parthg surface with suitable sketch.

O) Draw a simple skerch of integer cavity plate cooling and write its necessity.

(a) Explain the working principle of two stage scrcw type injection moulding.

(b) State the function of bolsters. Explain any two R?es of bolster with sketch.

Urrr - III

(a) Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of insulated runner (runner less)

mould system.

(b) Identif the various parts of Triplc daylight mould rvith sketch.

(a) Describe the method of operation of finger carn actuation of splits with sketch.

(b) Explain ttre basic principle of side core with suilable figurc.

Unrr - IV

Sketch and explain the working of Axial (spider) flow head used in blow
moulding.

Write short notes on : (i) Stamp decorating (ii) In mould decorating.

On

Briefly describe the method of calculating the depdr of loading chamber in a

compression mould.

Illutrate the methul of vacuurn metalizing.

(i) Accelerator

(iii) Stabilizer
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